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        Abortion advocates have always vehemently opposed laws that limit taxpayer funding 
for abortion. The Hyde Amendment, which Congress has applied to the annual 
appropriations bill for the Department of Health and Human Services for nearly all of the 
last 45 years, draws their greatest contempt, because it prohibits the use of federal and 
state matching Medicaid funds for most abortions—and has likely saved 2.4 million lives.i 
However, for many years the abortion industry grudgingly tolerated lawmakers who 
supported the Hyde Amendment, for principled or pragmatic reasons, as long as they 
remained in lockstep with the rest of their abortion agenda.  
 
        In 2010, however, the Affordable Care Act was enacted without Hyde language 
following a bitter battle in Congress.ii Later, an explicit attack on the Hyde Amendment was 
written into the 2016 and 2020 Democratic Party Platforms.iii Both President Biden’s 
newfound conviction that he can no longer support the Hyde Amendment and the 
enactment of the most recent “COVID relief” package without Hyde protections, in spite of 
valiant efforts by prolife members of Congress to secure its inclusion,iv demonstrate that 
the abortion lobby now fully expects proabortion lawmakers to advocate for the Hyde 
Amendment’s elimination. 
 
        Recent attacks against the Hyde Amendment predominately claim that the measure is 
discriminatory, even racist, because it disproportionately places a financial burden on 
women of color who want abortionsv —a morbidly ironic argument, given that black 
unborn babies lose their lives to abortion at a rate four times higher than white unborn 
babies.vi The most vocal pro-abortion members of Congress recently introduced “The EACH 
Act,” which would repeal and prohibit any federal restrictions on abortion funding.vii  
 
        Abortion advocates are striving to swing public opinion in favor of taxpayer funding of 
abortion which, as recent polling demonstrates, continues to be a heavy lift.viii Framing 
Hyde as discriminatory is part of their renewed effort to garner support for their agenda. 
That support is critical, because the war against Hyde must be won in Congress by 
representatives elected by the people, not in activist courts. The United States Supreme 
Court has explicitly held since 1980 that the Hyde Amendment does not violate equal 
protection or due process rights under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. In Harris 
v. McRae, the Court held that  
 
        [A] State that participates in the Medicaid program is not obligated under Title XIX to 
continue to fund those medically necessary abortions for which federal reimbursement is 
unavailable under the Hyde Amendment . . . [and] that the funding restrictions of the Hyde 
Amendment violate neither the Fifth Amendment nor the Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment.ix  
 
        In short, a legal “right” to abortion does not equal a right to payment for an abortion. 
The Court’s jurisprudence on this point is unequivocal.  
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        Equally clear, however, is the need for prolife members of Congress to defend the Hyde 
Amendment. Congress has never succeeded in passing a law that comprehensively 
prohibits the use of federal funds for abortion, instead enacting a patchwork of federal 
funding restrictions, many of which must be passed annually.x Without these laws, courts 
and administrative agencies are likely to interpret any and all publicly funded healthcare as 
including abortion.  
 
        Courts have held, for instance, that in order to participate in the federal-state Medicaid 
program, a state must cover abortions that fall within one of the Hyde exceptions—
currently rape or incest, or life of the mother. Also, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals noted 
that during congressional debate over the Hyde Amendment, members of Congress 
“recognized that, should the Hyde Amendment fail to pass, ‘every State will be required to 
provide matching funds for abortion on demand.’”xi 
 
        In other words, if Congress prohibits abortion funding or coverage with exceptions in a 
healthcare program, courts consider the abortions that meet those exceptions “medically 
necessary.” If Congress fails to prohibit abortion funding or coverage in a healthcare 
program, courts will permit abortion providers to determine which abortions are 
“medically necessary” (i.e., all abortions), and therefore covered.xii 
 
        The Hyde Amendment is constitutional, and it saves lives. Hyde stands for the 
proposition that the wealthiest and strongest country in the world can and should provide 
life-affirming healthcare coverage to those who need it. Without the Hyde Amendment, 
Americans will be compelled to pay for tens of thousands of abortions a year with their 
federal tax dollars. And Congress will be complicit in the deaths of unborn children whose 
mothers deserve support, not a payment to end their pregnancies. 
 
Mary E. Harned, J.D. is an associate scholar at the Charlotte Lozier Institute 
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xi Planned Parenthood Affiliates of Michigan v. Engler, 73 F.3d 634,638 (6th Cir. 1996) (quoting Senator 

Hatch). Similar statements from Senator Nickles, Representative Dornan, and Representative Waxman 

are quoted in Hern v. Beye, 57 F.3d 906, 912 (10th Circ. 1995). 
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state must cover abortions that “would qualify for federal reimbursement under the terms of the Hyde 
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v. Casey, 623 F.2d 829, 837 (3rd Cir. 1980): “to conform with the Hyde Amendment, the Pennsylvania 

statutes would have to provide funding for rape and incest cases in addition to those situations where 

abortions are necessary because of danger to the mother's life.” Hope Medical Group for Women v. 

Edwards, 63 F.3d 418, 425-28 (5th Circ. 1995): the “state cannot … adopt an abortion funding restriction 

… without taking the medical necessity of the procedure into account.” The court also noted that 

“[a]lthough Title XIX does not specifically include abortion as a mandatory service, the parties concede 

that abortion services fall under several of the eight broad categories of medical services mandated by the 

Act, including inpatient hospital services, outpatient hospital services, physician’s services, and family 

planning services.” Zbaraz v. Quern, 596 F2d 196, 199 (7th Circ. 1979): “limiting Medicaid assistance to 

life-threatening abortions ‘violate[s] the purposes of the Act and discriminate[s] in a proscribed fashion.’” 

Hodgson v. Board of County Com’rs, Hennepin County, 614 F.2d 601, 607-15 (8th Circ. 1980): “it [is] 

plain that [Medicaid mandatory categories] include medical procedures to induce abortions.” Also, 

“[a]bortions, like other medical services, must be subsidized on the basis of the recipient's financial and 

medical need.” However, “Minnesota's Title XIX obligation to subsidize abortions is modified by the 

Hyde Amendment.” Little Rock Family Planning Services, P.A. v. Dalton, 60 F.3d 497, 499 (8th Circ. 

1995) “the state plan must cover medical services that a person’s physician certifies are ‘medically 

necessary,’” and “a medically necessary abortion is a mandatory covered service.” (In Dalton v. Little 
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categories,” and state law restricting coverage of abortion to “those instances when the expectant 

mother’s life is at stake … violates the requirements of federal law.” 
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